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The next generation of mobility is for riders - not 
drivers. We are designing new ways to make our 
time between places more useful, more social and 
more fun.

zoox is developing the future of autonomous 
mobility, today.

about zoox

mission

vision

mobility-as-a-service

zero-emissions vehicle

fully autonomous driving



zoox history

zoox founded 
by tim kentley-klay 
in san francisco, ca

zoox valuation 
surpases $1.7 billion 

after a $360mil
 investment round

zoox hires 400 
developers and 
engineers from 

google, tesla 
& nvidia

zoox completes
full autonomous 1h
drive from stanford
to downtown san

francisco with zero
interventions

the california public
 utilities commission 
has approved zoox

to operate as an
 autonomous ride 

service for members
 of the public.

board fires founder 
tim kentley-klay

& hires Aicha 
Evans as CEO

july 2014 2016 2016/17 may 11, 2018 2016/17 2016/17



value proposition

zoox provides effortless and secure 
transportation outside of normal realms, 
while enabling users to have unique and 
tailored experiences



positioning statement

zoox provides mobility as an experience. 
no longer is the journey only from 
point a to b. we strive to enable 
everyone to explore the world outside 
of their element. promoting education, 
sustainability and social connection 
through multiple mobility experiences.



brand xp attributes

tailored experiences

sustainable exploration

go anywhere

seamless security

intimate connectivity

effortless travel



10 year road map

short term 
1-3 yrs

products

finish + launch zoox road 
vehicle

services

launch zoox mobile 
platform to allow vehicles to 
begin service

marketing

to high school + college 
students

to parents 

to commuters  

use influencers to attract 
peole to platform

create mini films of 
autonomous experience

experiences

create a communal + 
socially friendly in car 
experience

promote tailored luxury

ensure trips are successful

mid term
4-7 yrs

products

launch zoox off-road, marine 
and aerial vehicles
update road vehicles using 
pre-planned modular repair 
structure
zoox emergency

services

provide seamless hand-off 
service between road and off 
road vehicles to expand the 
places zoox can take you. The 
road may end but zoox wont 
stop.

marketing

target zoox as an exploration 
experience as well as a 
transportation service

experiences

partner with other brands to 
create special cmf vehicles to 
enhance road experience (i.e. 
nike interior)

create adventure and 
sightseeing experiences that 
can be made by people of 
all ages with no experience 
necessary

long term
7-10 yrs

products

expand and update zoox 
product lineup
design for space colonization 
transport needs
introduce zoox marine living 
solutions creating more space 
in highly crowed cities with 
transport network to work 
zones

services

expand to multi levels of 
transport membership 
(executive, premium and 
economy)

marketing

market zoox to the pioneers 
proving technology in the 
harshest environments (space 
and marine)

market zoox complete lifestyle 
living 

experiences

continue exploration platform
design transport experience in 
space 
design for day in the life zoox



market x sales

next-generation urban city dwellers age 16-44 who 
don’t want or need to own a car

$1.7 billion usd (2016)

$0 - currently zoox does not offer any services

0% - will target san francisco based users first

source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/
alanohnsman/2018/06/27/robotaxi-startup-zoox-tesla-
talent-musk-autopilot-apple/#1e72074745a7

launch date 2020

future user

valuation

sales

market share

start-up



2020 market size

out of total population in united states

population age 16-44

120 mil

334 mil

source: https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/
library/publications/2015/demo/p25-1143.pdf

36%

83% 
urbanized



2030 market size

out of total population in united states

population age 16-44

334mil 2020 -- 120mil 18-64 --83% urban

352mil 2030 -- 127 18-64 -- 86% urban

127 mil (+7)

36%

86% 
urbanized

352 mil (+18)

source: https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/
library/publications/2015/demo/p25-1143.pdf



2019 autonomous market

growth rate at 39.47%

global market value

$54
billion

source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/edgarsten/2018/08/13/
sharp-growth-in-autonomous-car-market-value-
predicted-but-may-be-stalled-by-rise-in-consumer-
fear/#2b74da88617c



2026 autonomous market

growth rate at 39.47%

global market value

$556
billion

source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/edgarsten/2018/08/13/
sharp-growth-in-autonomous-car-market-value-
predicted-but-may-be-stalled-by-rise-in-consumer-
fear/#2b74da88617c



r+d summary

the autonomous market is about to skyrocket 10 
fold its current valuation

urban millennial’s and young professionals hold a 
large portion of the market and they are the drivers 
for autonomous transportation

the value of ownership is disappearing 
more people want to rent or share to forgive 
responsibility and hassle of ownership

insights



steepx macro | social trends

immediate 
transportation

sharing
economy

experiences Over
material Things

successful is no 
longer a number

Sources: http://movmi.net/ridehailing-trend-overview/
  https://www.extendlimits.nl/en/trends/onderwerp/trend_sharing_economy
  https://www.under30experiences.com/blog/why-millennials-are-choosing-experiences-over-things

Millennial’s especially have developed the 
mindset to hold experiences over material 
things. The responsibility of holding onto 
valuables can be overwhelming and taken 
away unlike buying an experience.

Millennial’s see success as a lifestyle 
defined by freedom, getting out of the 
9-5 job and working while traveling 
or exploring is far more valuable than 
working for a number to retire at. 

The sharing economy has been on the 
rise for many years with short distance 
transportation leading the market. 
Bicycles, scooters and now cars can be 
accessed without the need to own them.

Immediate access to private 
transportation is second to none in many 
metropolis cities. Uber and Lyft have the 
majority of the share in the US and only 
more users continue to join the platform.

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve



Providing an alternative vantage 
point altering the traditional walk-
ing experience

Lifts users from the responsibility 
of owning a boat but reaping the 

rewards for low cost

Users can take their own route 
without hassling a driver. No time 
limit, explore wherever
whenever.

Interior displays provide immerse 
educational or business related 
experiences for the users

opportunities | social trends



Sources: https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/tech-trends/2019/human-interaction- 
  technology-intelligent-interface.html
  https://www.pluralsight.com/blog/career/tech-in-2025
  https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/tech-trends/2019/future-of-connectivity- 
  advanced-networking.html

5G will allow complete vessel to vessel 
and user to vessel connection at all times 
enabling accurate ETA’s and access to 4K 
streaming anywhere it is available. Such as 
an AR meeting within the vessel.

3D printing will allow the construction of 
parts to be made locally without the need 
for final products to be shipped across 
the world, saving the environment from 
excess pollution.

Interfaces will allow us to communicate 
with a vehicle in different and personal 
ways such as a facial expression - giving 
the opportunity for enhanced security & 
safety. 

Autonomous vehicles are here and 
growing with pace. The technology is 
still being developed to reach acceptable 
safety levels but there is no doubt it will be 
implemented in every way possible.

autonomous
driving

intelligent
interfaces

lightning Fast
connectivity

additive
manufacturing

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve

steepx macro | tech trends



Vessel network locates nearest
vessel to customer and plans 
eta for customers waiting
for pickup

3D printing allows parts to be
manufactured where they will
be used - eliminated the need
for long distance shipping 

Interfaces will allow advanced 
security so only those who have 
booked a trip will be allowed to 

board.

opportunities | tech trends



Sources: https://www.greenbiz.com/article/7-key-trends-all-sustainability-execs-should-watch
  https://www.trendhunter.com/protrends/scaled-sustainability
  https://bioserie.com/pages/plant-based-plastic

Lithium Ion batteries are the future but 
they are also a mined resource that is 
finite. Producing the quantity of lithium to 
meet world demand in the coming years 
will be a difficult feat to overcome.

Sustainable microstructures and small 
living is a popular form of escaping the 
city and reconnecting with nature.The 
future needs to integrate these structures 
into the city.

Ocean plastic cleanup has gained major 
traction in the past few years - Now we 
have the ability to turn ocean plastic into 
long lasting physical products extending 
their lifecycle and aiding the environment.

Biobased materials are replacing the need 
for petroleum based plastics lessening 
our reliance on fossil fuels opting for a 
renewable resource.

biobased
products

ocean plastic
recycling

lithium-ion
good or evil

sustainable
micro structures

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve

steepx macro | environmental trends



Energy can be harvested 
through solar cells or charge 
points which the vessels will be 
able to calculate though AI the 
amount of trips they can make 
given charging conditions.

Harvesting ocean plastics can create 
many parts for the vessel leveraging 
a free material that upcycles to a new 
and functional product

Incorporating natural materials into 
the design will allow users to connect 
with the vessel like they do with natural 
world and not a manufactured product

opportunities | environmental trends



Sources: https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/co-creation
  https://www.trendhunter.com/protrends/scaled-sustainability
  https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/07/world-aquifers-water-wars/
  https://www.trendhunter.com/pro/category/business-trends

Every ad and brand experience, 
companies want tailored to you. If you like 
shoes companies will pay to know just 
which ones you have liked recently and 
sell them to you later.

Brand partnerships are a continuing 
trend across many sectors. When 2 great 
companies align in values great things can 
happen that people love. 

Rapid transport will allow people to 
start to live further from the city and 
still work in it. Bringing a hundred mile 
commute down to just 15min opens a lot 
of possibilities.

The next world war might be faced 
on water scarcity. Global warming is 
eliminating access to fresh water at an 
alarming rate and billions of people don’t 
have access to a long lasting resource.

water
wars

decentralized
living

personalized
experiences

hybrid
partnerships

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve

steepx macro | economic trends



Island life may become normal life if 
daily routings are made available on a 
small scale without the need to travel by 
plane of ferry to reach the destinations. 
Allowing the decentralization of people 
from the city.

Partnering with various brands such as 
4Ocean and Chanel can bring one off 
personalized experiences to the user if 
implemented into single vessels. Which 
can become a major attraction.

opportunities | economic trends



Sources: https://globalsecurityreview.com/world-will-look-like-2025/
  https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbeslacouncil/2018/12/14/19-trends-that- 
  will-shape-the-world-in-2019/#4c826cc73b45

The future is female and California is 
leading the way with a new law. This 
should promote change across the world 
and influx the ability for females in new 
leadership roles to save the world.

The EU market is struggling with Brexit 
and no one leadership providing a vision 
for the future of Europe.

Natural disasters on the rise. Communities 
wiped out and displaced. Governments 
have no where to put their citizens as their 
island countries are sinking.

USA, China & Russia continue in a feud of 
trade wars and secrets. Leaving the largest 
importer and exporters on their toes for 
what will happen to products in the future 
with investments already in place.

superpower
standoff

natural disaster
refugees

california Law
1+ woman on B.o.D.

struggling eu
market

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve

steepx macro | political trends



Natural disaster relief can be 
aided by autonomous vessels 
to people in island countries 
searching for evac. Without 
risking first responders lives and 
acessing hard to reach areas.

Infiltrating the weak European market 
with its vast network of rivers, canals 
and islands will jumpstart a global need 
for autonomous vessels to aid in trans-
portation efforts.

opportunities | political trends



Sources: https://www.newsdeeply.com/oceans/articles/2018/01/02/in-2018-keep-an-eye- 
  on-these-big-ocean-issues-and-trends
  https://www.rolls-royce.com/~/media/Files/R/Rolls-Royce/documents/customers/marine/ship- 
  intel/rr-ship-intel-aawa-8pg.pdf
  https://www.isg-one.com/articles/five-reasons-to-pay-attention-to-location-services-in-2018
  https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/furrion-adonis

Accurate location services allows for 
efficient scheduling, minute navigation 
changes and rapid evac in the case of an 
emergency all vital components when in a 
maritime environment.

AI will change everything and is already 
being integrated into products such as 
Apple’s Siri & Amazon Alexa, a personal 
assistant will compute your life for you so 
you don’t have to.

Rolls-Royce is pioneering large scale 
autonomous shipping changing how the 
world will trade in the future.

Protecting the worlds largest resource is 
finally having its chance to be regulated 
by a governing body of united nations. 
Enabling sustainable harvesting for future 
generations. 

A UN agreement
for ocean regulation

Autonomous
Shipping

Accurate 
Location Services

AI
Personal Assistant

Rise      Debate         Exposure     Dissemination

Trend Evolution Curve

steepx macro | autonomy trends



Artificial intelligence will pro-
vide a personal assistant that is 
deeply rooted in Zoox’s network 
from water vessels to autono-
mous vehicles on land. A users 
day can be planned with zero 
wait time down to the minute. 

Accurate location services provided by 
users and vessel network can plan for 
the most efficient route in the time
allowed. De-congesting busy sidewalks 
as efficiently as possible.

opportunities | autonomy trends



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Technology backed by tech giant 
Google to maintain exceptional quality
> 2.5 Million miles driven autonomously 
laying groundwork for public trust

WEBSITE
> Delivers a clear message about what 
Waymo is accomplishing
> High quality infographics clearly 
represent the progress made by the 
company
> Identifies the need for the product 
and how it can change the users daily 
life

ADVERTISING
> Focused on a target market
> Helping the public realize the benefits 
to autonomous vehicles

EXPERIENCES
> Early rider program in a niche city is a 
way to capture early customers to create 
brand loyalty

SERVICES
> Not currently providing service

EMPLOYEES
> Access to the brilliant minds at Google 
allows for fast progress in technology

PRODUCTS
> Waymo technology doesn’t interact 
with the consumer making it difficult to 
maintain a product awareness
>Held responsible for user safety
>Reliant on FCA maintaining strong  
product image

WEBSITE
> Motion graphics can lag and create 
the wrong story when presented to the 
viewer

ADVERTISING
> “Let’s talk self driving” campaign 
focused on particular demographics any 
may be missing a larger target audience

EXPERIENCES
> Customers have to wait in a que for 
the ability to test the beta vehicles and 
may create irritable first impressions

SERVICES
> Not providing service while advertising 
creates a lot of hype which Waymo has 
to now live up to

EMPLOYEES
> Unable to evaluate

PRODUCTS
> Many other companies are pursuing 
autonomous driving 
> One fault in technology or accident  
could ruin public brand image
> Governmental pushback on autonomy 
could delay spread of technology

WEBSITE
> Competitors could poach marketing 
strategy and key demographics if they 
get to market sooner

ADVERTISING
> Users may overlook advertising efforts 
because their target demographics may 
not pay attention to ad methods

EXPERIENCES
> If a bad or accident occurring test ride 
happens it may ruin brand image before 
launch

SERVICES
> Can be beat to market with 
competitors offering the same service

EMPLOYEES
> High stress job with tight deadlines 
may create unfavorable working 
environment 
> Poaching of talent to competitors

PRODUCTS
> Make the technology visible to the 
naked eye within the vehicle
> Bring technology to other forms 
of transportation to add a layer of 
differentiation from competitors
 
WEBSITE
> Create quick surveys to identify 
demographic that is accessing the 
website, giving insight to possible a new 
target demographic trend
> Include chance to win rides for life to 
attract customers to the website

ADVERTISING
> Create pop up shops in high foot 
traffic areas to demonstrate technology 
and brand mission
> Target gen Z and teenagers to get 
them interested in the technology and 
how it could change their ability to be 
independent

EXPERIENCES
> Take the technology to the extremes
> Display it on a race car, construction 
vehicle.

SERVICES
> Design a unique way to enter and exit 
the vehicle 
> Give opportunities for what people can 
do in a vehicle without having to drive

EMPLOYEES
> Provide future incentives to keep 
talent



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Excellent product quality
> Products targeted from professional  
to entry level use 
> Strong brand image and market share
> Available funds to continue innovative  
solutions for future products

WEBSITE
> Flawless design to the standard of 
their physical products

ADVERTISING
> Produces high quality ad content to  
attract customers to new products
> Has a global marketing presence
> Markets artwork from real users 
> Simple message being portrayed

EXPERIENCES
> Provide seamless experiences across 
product platforms

SERVICES
> Robust and highly encrypted

EMPLOYEES
> Highly talented
> Brand loyalty
> Knowledgeable across every sector of 
employment.

PRODUCTS
> Products are very expensive
> Narrow range of products
> Users dependent on Apple family   
once they buy in
> Withholding technology to squeeze 
profits out of current tech

WEBSITE
> Focused on pure sales numbers

ADVERTISING
> Often similar and overplayed/seen
> Lacks humanistic connections

EXPERIENCES
> Technology failures give users 
negative product experiences
> Overcrowded stores bring chaos to the 
simplicity that apple is built on

SERVICES
> Support can be hard to get a hold of
> Limited reach to potential consumers 
on Apple specific platforms + apps

EMPLOYEES
> High turnover rate 
> Limited technicians on deck

PRODUCTS
> Competitors could outsell apple due  
to low cost options
> Most applications created by 3rd par-
ties whom Apple relies on to provide  
quality to the app store

WEBSITE
> Design can be replicated to give same 
appearance in quality by competitors

ADVERTISING
> Style can be replicated to give same 
appearance in quality by competitors
> Negative press associated with using 
customer artwork without proper 
compensation

EXPERIENCES
> Customers may switch companies 
after multiple bad experiences with 
Apple products

SERVICES
> Largely reliant on external energy 
companies providing power to keep 
servers running
> In-store interpersonal experiences can 
be hard to control and maintain

EMPLOYEES
> Can be poached by competitors

PRODUCTS
> Huge potential to bring product   
quality to other markets
> Brand reputation can takeout start
ups when expanding into future 
product categories
> Apple vehicles could bring 
completeness to product range

WEBSITE
> Huge traffic numbers may be missing 
the opportunity to spread more 
messages to viewership about brand 
vision, philanthropy and innovation

ADVERTISING
> Showcase how apple products are 
changing the world instead of focusing 
on insignificant design changes

EXPERIENCES
> Design for a complete Apple lifestyle
> Cater to life long customers 

SERVICES
> Bring technology to personal mobility 
service through new products

EMPLOYEES
> Create mobile service for employees to 
cater to special needs individuals who 
cannot access stores



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Market leader in electric vehicles
> High product quality
> Innovative technology embedded into  
their products
> Diversified product portfolio (sedan,  
suv, truck, low-cost)

WEBSITE
> Elegant, appealing & captivating
> Simple icons explain the features
> Easy to navigate
> Promotes clean luxury
> Highlights product ordering

ADVERTISING
> Quality marketing content for website 
allows press to create buzz without need 
for additional spending

EXPERIENCES
> Exceptional driving experience and 
vehicle quality

SERVICES
> Hassle free updates over the air

EMPLOYEES
> Employees are proud to work at Tesla
> They perform exceptionally to live 
up the standards of Elon Musk and its 
startup culture

PRODUCTS
> Subject to error and defect
> Targeted to high earning demograph-
ic
> Reliant on high energy power source

WEBSITE
> None apparent

ADVERTISING
> Not having advertising creates no 
negative weaknesses in the strategy

EXPERIENCES
> Delayed delivery of product can 
disrupt consumer expectation and 
create frustration

SERVICES
> Reliant on global connectivity to 
function up to date

EMPLOYEES
> Rapid expansion causing rapid 
turnover and layoffs in factory and 
production

PRODUCTS
> Car as mobility service and not owner-
ship may attract potential buyers away 
from owning a self driving Tesla if they 
can just hire one when they need it

WEBSITE
> No apparent threats

ADVERTISING
> Lack of advertising may allow for loss 
of market share in autonomous market 
where other companies create a more 
impactful presence

EXPERIENCES
> Automation may ruin the experience 
of driving and shift the company from 
a driver focused vehicle to a communal 
one

SERVICES
> More brands are increasing the service 
standards and providing competing 
technology to match the success of 
Tesla

EMPLOYEES
> Poaching of talent 
> Loss of jobs to further automation in 
manufacturing 

PRODUCTS
> Should look into untapped mobility 
markets where Tesla can bring their 
battery technology and automated 
manufacturing to new products to re-
emerge and the leader in a new sector 
such as bikes, scooters, or personal 
mobility

WEBSITE
> Could create a more immerse 
experience as a luxury brand 
> Delivering views in VR/AR

ADVERTISING
> Seek global creatives to create video 
ads based on their Tesla experience 
and share on social media or website 
for a fraction of the cost of a production 
company.

EXPERIENCES
> Create VR experiences of what a Tesla 
lifestyle is like
> Remind people of the pleasures of 
driving in the open

SERVICES
> Create a model for full autonomy to 
bring same production quality that 
competitors lack

EMPLOYEES
> Define new roles of service 
employment that are taken with 
automation



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Application based product
> Little need to own vehicles
> Provides range of cost options
> Easy to use application
> Enables cashless payment for 
fast turnover

WEBSITE
> Simple & to the point
> Directs users to where they want to go 
quickly 

ADVERTISING
> Heavy advertising is turning back 
huge profits
> Innovative advertising methods sepa-
rate brand from other companies strat-
egies

EXPERIENCES
> Giving more earning potential for 
high caliber drivers keeps up quality 
experiences of users

SERVICES
> World wide dominance of a singular 
service is creating huge disruption 

EMPLOYEES
> Are the storefront of the business

PRODUCTS
> Business model can be replicated
> Ride quality cannot be controlled   
well
> Drivers are subject to human error
> Highly dependent on internet to 
provide service

WEBSITE
> Lacks humanistic connection
> Sterile and bleak with information on 
global brand impact 

ADVERTISING
> Being able to advertise to target 
demographics in a unique way

EXPERIENCES
> Highly dependent on individual drivers 

SERVICES
> Not being able to expand to markets 
which are resenting ride sharing 
> Subject to human error
> Surge pricing deters customers to 
other companies 

EMPLOYEES
> Can be anyone
> Little screening measures
> Determine availability of service

PRODUCTS
> Safety of vehicles
> Hacking of application 

WEBSITE
> Does not reflect brands vision for the 
future of the company
> Potential drivers may be deterred if 
they feel dehumanized by the website

ADVERTISING
> Brand integrity can become unstable 
from any PR mistakes
> May be too obtrusive to the point of 
annoyance causing loss of ridership

EXPERIENCES

SERVICES
> Customers switching to competitors  
who provide same service
> Safety of riders from drivers

EMPLOYEES
> Can be poached by competitors
> Control the fate of the companies cur-
rent success
> One mistake by a driver can ruin brand 
image

PRODUCTS
> Create a physical product image 
that doesn’t revolve around current 
automakers styling
> Envision the future of a commute 
from every environment, land, water, air

WEBSITE
> Make the website a hub for 
commuters to interact and share their 
ride experiences in an interactive format

ADVERTISING
> Use global presence to ensure all 
passengers feel safe while they are 
in the hands of driverless vehicles no 
matter where they are
> Communicate to the generation of 
non drivers arising

EXPERIENCES
> Show people the future of congestion 
and what their experience could be like 
with uber’s service

SERVICES
> Use global platform to expand 
capability of services where other 
companies don’t have reach

EMPLOYEES
> Redefine role of driver to tour guide



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Cruise has driven millions of autono-
mous miles to compete with Waymo
> GM parent company and vehicle plat-
form are built well and have strong con-
sumer base

WEBSITE
> Inviting and Inspiring 
> Focused on delivering a clear message

ADVERTISING
> Press is creating free advertising for 
the brand 

EXPERIENCES
> No recorded experiences to draw data 
from

SERVICES
> None currently provided

EMPLOYEES
> Actively hiring
> Promote work life balance
> Everyone understands their role in the 
vision towards a driverless future

PRODUCTS
> Not providing test rides to customers 
unlike competition

WEBSITE
> Does not show vehicle experience for 
customers to get excited about 

ADVERTISING
> No current ad campaign running to 
promote service

EXPERIENCES
> No public experiences recorded to 
assess 

SERVICES
> Type of service that will be offered and 
on what scale are not made public by 
the company yet, leaving speculation 
where they will place themselves in the 
autonomous market

EMPLOYEES
> Seeking a lot of open positions to fill 
roles in multiple cities

PRODUCTS
> Many other companies are pursuing 
autonomous driving 
> One fault in technology or accident  
could ruin public brand image
> Governmental pushback on autonomy 
could delay spread of technology

WEBSITE
> No known or unknown threats

ADVERTISING
> Not gaining enough public interest 
before launch

EXPERIENCES
> Negative first experiences may lead to 
damaged brand image

SERVICES
> Service can be replicated by other 
companies in the same area and may 
compete heavily based on demand for 
product

EMPLOYEES
> Can be poached by competitors

PRODUCTS
> Be the first to miniaturize the 
technology to fit aesthetically into 
current vehicle bodies

WEBSITE
> Depict a vision of the future rather 
than what the current state of tech is

ADVERTISING
> Target ad approach to existing GM 
customers who already feel safe in their 
current vehicles

EXPERIENCES
> Be able to deliver an experience 
integrated into key demographics lives 
> Rides to school 
> Corporate partnership to enhance the 
employee experience of other brands

SERVICES
> Target service at a specific 
demographic to gain their interest and 
trust before another company owns the 
market

EMPLOYEES
> Provide incentives for employees like 
free transportation too and from work 
to enhance brand relationship



strengths

weaknesses

threats

opportunities

PRODUCTS
> Showing a new level of engineering 
with a ground up approach, circumvent-
ing traditional car design.

WEBSITE
> Highlights innovation in process
> Informative on the companies mission

ADVERTISING
> Very secretive company allows only 
speculation before a 2020 launch
> Models and prototypes have worked to 
gain interest in investors

EXPERIENCES
> Currently does not offer rides to 
the public but has catered to press 
experiences to spread the word

SERVICES
> Hopes to provide autonomous 
transportation service with little hassle 
but cannot be evaluated yet.

EMPLOYEES
> High financing allows company to 
hire top talent from other leading 
companies.
> Filled with designers, engineers, and 
business minded people ready to take 
the company into the future.

PRODUCTS
> No way for the public to evaluate con-
sistency and ability of the technology or 
vehicle leading to speculation

WEBSITE
> Is sparse with other contextual 
information and has a repetitive 
message

ADVERTISING
> Brand image is largely in the hands of 
the press
> No control over initial reputation 
> Inability to control board decisions 
which can be negative in the eyes of 
early public onlookers

EXPERIENCES
> Not having any experiences available

SERVICES
> Not having any services available 

EMPLOYEES
> Board and leadership need to share 
the same vision as founder of the 
company was just fired leaving negative 
press on the company

PRODUCTS
> Many other companies are pursuing 
autonomous driving 
> One fault in technology or accident  
could ruin public brand image
> Using all new ground up vehicle ar-
chitecture can lead to more problems 
instead on focusing on licensing the 
technology.

WEBSITE
> Competitors may gain insight into 
current status of production based on 
release photos

ADVERTISING
> Raising capital to launch a new brand 
campaign before product is finished

EXPERIENCES
> Not delivering on promised experience 
could ruin initial brand identity  

SERVICES
> If other competitors offer ride services 
before Zoox launches they may not be 
able to capture enough of the market to 
make back the investment

EMPLOYEES
> Hotbox of high quality talent could 
lead to mixed visions of final product

PRODUCTS
> Define a brand image through 
surfacing and capability
> Take ground up approach to different 
forms of vehicles which can benefit 
from automation

WEBSITE
> Explain the implications of their 
technology and how it can change a 
customers way of life

ADVERTISING
> Define a target demographic early and 
market at them directly on a personal 
and humanistic level

EXPERIENCES
> Deliver an experience that other 
automakers can’t because of already 
constructed production methods 
which will differentiate the company 
immediately

SERVICES
> Design a platform that incorporates 
AI to make transportation a seamless 
experience with no wait time

EMPLOYEES
> Define the companies greatest asset 
currently, let them be as out of the 
box as possible to produce drastically 
different ideas



vin
tag

e tou
rist

profile

demographic:

female / male
55-80
≥ bachelors
suburban / 
Seniors living
40 - 80K 
retired
married / widowed

psychographic:

optimistic
still curious
experiences
good health
can be fixed
politics
value originality
like the constant 
avoiding isolation
human connection
education
get the job done
leisurely lifestyle
count moments
not time
nostalgic
items hold value

desirability

pain points:

transportation
safety
accessibility
technology curve

core needs:

freedom
connection
avoid the mundane

wants:

travel partners
trip planners
new experiences
teachers
feel needed

aspirations:

happiness
pleasure
community
perfect health
financially stable
excitement

must haves

transportation
reliable & flexible

income
stability provides 
potential

friends
human connection

things to do
active body + mind

new knowledge
21st century access

accessibility
physical ability 

tangibles
real objects

artifacts
things to remember

places to go
no more sedentary

nostalgia
lost feelings

attributes

determined traveler

active learner

patiently passionate

quality conscious

curious observer



vin
tag

e tou
rist

pain points

transportation

be able to get a ride 
whenever you need 
not when they are 
offered

safety

it’s our top priority

accessibility

guidance is at the 
core of the company 
if we know a place 
is not easily accessi-
ble we may suggest 
a different drop off 
location

technology curve

all you have to do is 
talk like you would 
to a person and our 
system will under-
stand you no hassles

motives

emotional drives

availability

i don’t have to hassle 
anyone else for my 
own travel needs

i want to explore on 
my own time

i can travel with 
friends or make 
some along the way 

you can take me 
places without 
breaking the budget

feeling of 
independence

fears

accessibility

what if i have an 
emergency

how will i know 
when i arrive if my 
sight is bad

can i trust this 
technology

what if the car 
leaves and i need to 
get another ride?

what if i forget 
something in the 
vehicle?

solutions

extremely accessible 
vehicles for entrance 
and egress

visual monitoring 
system that can 
provide EMS with 
exact location and 
current situation

visual monitoring 
and weight 
calculation will be 
able to alert you 
before you leave 
the vehicle if you 
have left something 
inside

simply call our 
number and let us 
know where you 
are we will send the 
appropriate vehicle 
to you as soon as 
possible

opportunities

accessibility de-
signed vehicles 

attachment add ons 
for beta vehicles for 
easier accessibility

trip guidance for 
tours around the city 
using various trans-
port methods with-
out the need for a 
planner or driver our 
tour guide

date night - match 
with another user 
who is looking to go 
the same places as 
you and we will pick 
both of you up to 
start a new friend-
ship 

be able to operate 
without the need for 
a smart device using 
traditional calling 
and voice 
recognition



u
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d
en
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profile

demographic:

female/male
15-26
attending school
urban city
20K / student loans
intern
single

psychographic:

eager
moody
volatile
passionate
budget
culture
communication
isolation
materialistic
plugged in
optimistic
caring
what’s trending
value experiences
art
music

desirability

pain points:

public transport
budgeting
isolation

core needs:

freedom
education
friendship

wants:

opportunities
trending things
recognition

aspirations:

success
do what I want to do
travel
financial freedom
parental freedom
a good job

must haves

transportation
fast & now

street wits
know where & when

friends
partners in crime

whats trending
are you in or out?

time
more, less, out of

content
feed disillusionment

intangibles
the less the better

cloud
no money, no space

connectivity
to anyone, anywhere

space
more of it

attributes

quick learner

tactile thinker

discreet creator

emotional futurist

ambitious explorer



u
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pain points

public transport

take the worry out 
of public transport 
with private 
transport

safe, secure and 
affordable

budgeting

low cost travel 
options available

isolation

book a trip with 
friends or by your-
self wherever you 
want to go

motives

emotional drives

i don’t have a car 
but I need to go 
places that takes 
forever using public 
transport

its secure and i’m 
worried about 
strangers

i can get work done 
on the way

i don’t have to 
worry about being 
mugged 

late night trips 
without the fear

i can explore on my 
own time without 
the need for my own 
vehicle

fears

safety

security

cleanliness

hacking

wrong drop off spot

guidance system 
malfunction 

hijacking

solutions

create low cost trip 
options

visualize that 
systems are 
functioning correctly

street view drop off 
location before the 
trip starts to confirm 

enable popular 
destination trips for 
less

create common 
routes for student 
education tours

design for learning 
needs within the 
vehicle

encourage riding 
with friends or 
video calling to limit 
loneliness on long 
trips

opportunities

multi level subscrip-
tion service to pri-
oritize availability to 
top level consumers 
and low fare rides 
to bottom level stu-
dents

design a mobile 
workspace that en-
hances education 
while on the move 
vs in the classroom

create service app to 
ensure vehicles are 
cleaned regularly by 
trained employees



lon
e w

olf exec 

profile

demographic:

female/male
30-60
bachelors / masters
urban downtown
300K +
ceo
married
kids / grandkids

psychographic:

visionary
powerful
opportunistic
work-life balance
family is everything
value education
knowledge is wealth
value productivity
create change
maintain status
time is everything
think steps ahead
experience is wiser 
than ambition

desirability

pain points:

lack of time
constant travel
high stress

core needs:

transportation
family time
communication

wants:

travel less
more time at home
loyalty

aspirations:

manage remotely

secure markets

growth of family 
relationships

someone with the 
same drive and 
vision

must haves

transportation
comfort & distance

scheduling
time management

quality employees
trustworthy hands

luxury goods
hard work pays off

family time
the most important

funds
big investments

quality service
no time for crap

security
high profile target

connectivity
never really away

vision
never lose sight of 
the end game

attributes

passionate visionary

intellectually 
ambitious

youthful minded

humbly wealthy

always hungry



lon
e w

olf exec 

pain points

lack of time

autonomy takes 
the worries out of 
tedious travel

be able to focus on 
the people with you 
instead of the things 
around you

constant travel

traveling with zoox 
allows you to be 
in the board room 
while your in the car 
sitting in luxurious 
comfort

high stress

let us focus on the 
white noise around 
you so you can focus 
on your vision and 
goals

motives

emotional drives

reliability 

connectivity at all 
times

space to do business 
on the go

be able to deliver my 
employees on time 

be able to pick up 
my kids from school 
and take them to 
sports practice 
so I can finish the 
work day without 
interruption 

scheduling my 
commute so I don’t 
have to rely on other 
peoples issues 

fears

safety

security

hacking

availability

reliable connectivity

accidents

system malfunction

mapping

communication 
with occupants

range

terrain capability

solutions

360 degree lidar

real-time location 
services

blockchain 
encrypted mapping 
+ scheduling

multi use spaces for 
digital and in person 
meetings

bio-recognition 
software to ensure 
passengers are who 
they are supposed 
to be

multi terrain 
platform for all 
transportation 
needs

priority ranking for 
availability

direct uplink to EMS

opportunities

ai assistant to en-
sure all security, 
scheduling and safe-
ty measure are in 
place for transport 
at all times

multi vehicle family 
that can commu-
nicate for terrain 
hand-off - land to 
sea, sea to air, etc. 
without travel 
interruption.

transformable inner 
structures to accom-
modate for business 
or pleasure rides

application to man-
age and track em-
ployee transporta-
tion in real time to 
ensure meeting are 
being made on time



sp
ace racer 

profile

demographic:

female/male
23-50
bachelors / masters
urban downtown
120K+
programmer
single/ dating
no kids

psychographic:

visionary
embrace technology
pioneer
trend setter
diligent 
intelligent
mind runs wild
futurist
we must evolve
data driven
curious
systems thinker
lack deep emotions
keeps to themselves
inventor

desirability

pain points:

faulty technology
stagnant politics
interpersonal rela-
tionships

core needs:

connectivity
goals & aspirations
keep the mind 
working

wants:

simplification
newest products
thrill + exploration

aspirations:

travel to space
escape from control
love
tech and human 
integration

must haves

transportation
to space

technology
the most recent

trust
in society + friends

access
to news + data

figit’s
mind tamers

funds
afford lifestyle

quality products
portray the future

security
who’s watching?

connectivity
on the grid

vision
of a better future

attributes

passionate visionary

intellectually 
ambitious

youthful minded

humbly wealthy

always hungry



pain points

faulty technology
tech should work or 
be able to be fixed, 
spending money on 
useless technology 
that is just there to 
make money and 
not push the world 
forward is a waste of 
time

stagnant politics
not being able to 
create impactful 
change because we 
are being held back 
from politics crush-
es human ambition 

interpersonal
relationships
communicating 
with those who 
don’t think like me 
is difficult and time 
consuming. foster-
ing relationships is 
difficult and need a 
lot of work

motives

get out of the urban

see what the 
technology can do

capture the essence 
of the future

be part of the future

help define the 
direction of the 
company through 
user reviews

enable experiences 
that aren’t easily 
accessible

help find a 
community that 
fosters relationships 
with my world views

fears

technology not 
living up to the hype

being stuck in 
awkward trips with 
people I don’t know

becoming a 
company focused 
on profit not the 
future

fear of missing out

urban destruction

loss of connection

solutions

fail safe software

keep company 
private to limit 
governmental 
influence

location tracking

open platform 
technology

vetting users before 
trips

matching users with 
people of similar 
mindset to stimulate 
conversation

keep loyal users 
in the loop and 
provide incentives 
to continue with the 
brand

opportunities

take the pioneers 
and let them be-
come the face of the 
company. branding 
the value of human 
experience

design for future 
needs of urban life 
in space - deriving 
values of technolo-
gists and creative’s 
from the pioneers 
that will show them-
selves

create communities 
through zoox. be 
able to bring people 
together not sepa-
rate them

create unmatched 
innovation labs for 
early adopters to ed-
ucation themselves 
on 

sp
ace racer 



tactical ad
ven

tu
rer

profile

demographic:

female/male
22-45
highschool +
mountain city
80-150K
creative professional
single / dating
no kids

psychographic:

live every moment 
to the fullest
risk-taker
thrill seeker
conquer obstacles
live free
mechanical 
creative problem 
solver
off the grid
sustainability
see the world
take life with a grain 
of salt
opportunistic 
adventurer

desirability

pain points:

connectivity off 
the grid
lack of space
cleanliness
bad product quality

core needs:

escape & adventure
rugged transport
high quality gear

wants:

alone time
adventure partner
best quality gear

aspirations:

easier way to get out 
of the city
more time off work

less constructed 
environments

Sustainable culture

must haves

escape
the mundane

adventure
explore the unseen

trust
in partners

quality gear
your life on the line

transportation
rugged and reliable

connectivity
where to next

warmth
outdoor survival

freelance
time to go away

buddy
better with friends

minimal footprint
explore with respect

attributes

creative explorer

fearless mongrel

genuine wanderlust 

caring thinker

selflessly 
trustworthy 



pain points

connectivity off 
the grid
not being able to 
connect to internet 
can mean zero con-
tact

lack of space

cleanliness

bad product quality

motives

get me to my explo-
ration location

long distances to 
travel

often tired

always looking for 
new experiences

looking to meet 
people who like to 
explore

travel without risk

be able to take in 
the world around 
without focusing on 
the road

taking safety of oth-
ers out of my hands

fears

missed 
opportunities

technology not 
performing

range 

breakdown and evac

ecological 
destruction and 
overuse

releasing control of 
the vehicle 

solutions

spreading 
sustainability 
outreach

life support + 
medical emergency 
products available 

mechanical index 
if vehicle needs 
a fix that a user 
can accomplish if 
extremely necessary

in depth research in 
new place to explore

places to change 
and use the 
bathroom

ability for vehicle to 
connect to satellite 

opportunities

excursions and 
things to do along 
the journey 

AI assist for attend-
ing to medical or 
mechanical needs

product line to en-
hance ability auton-
omous vehicles

provide sleeping 
quarters for long 
journeys

zoox to automate 
home life so they 
can focus on explor-
ing 

zoox robotics to help 
explorers climb, plot 
trips and maneuver 

tactical ad
ven

tu
rer



archetype position matrix

less tech driven

very tech driven

pioneerlaggard

space racer

lone wolf exec

vintage tourist

tactical adventurer

urban student



positioning matrix one

common experience

tailored experience

high brand awarenesslow brand awareness

manufacturing ability
opportunity



positioning matrix one : user

common experience

tailored experience

high brand awarenesslow brand awareness

opportunity

lone wolf exec

vintage tourist

tactical adventurer urban student

space racer



positioning matrix two

very cheap

very expensive

very sustainableless sustainable

market size

opportunity

opportunity

opportunity



tactical adventurer

positioning matrix two : user

very cheap

very expensive

very sustainableless sustainable

vintage tourist

urban student

lone wolf
 exec

space racer

opportunity

opportunity

opportunity



key takeaways

zoox is more than a transportation company, we are 
changing the way people experience transportation, 
providing experiences outside of normal realms

zoox users are explorers in every sense, they seek the 
unknown and we strive to provide them that

zoox is deeply rooted in the future and merging technology 
into transportation to push the boundaries of what is 
possible and where we will go next



survey : statistics

would you feel 
comfortable riding in an 

autonomous vehicle?

data extracted 
from 100+ votes

would you be interested 
in autonomous off-road 
adventures?

yes59% 51%

41% 49%no



survey : statistics

would you be interested 
in pre-planned tours 

of cities using a private 
autonomous vehicle?

would you be interested in 
using small autonomous 
boats for travel, touring or 
leisure around waterways 
or between islands?

yes72% 70%

28% 30%no

data extracted 
from 100+ votes



survey : statistics

would you be interested 
in taking low cost 

autonomous passenger 
drone flights  for 

commuting within 
your city?

in the future, would you 
travel to the moon or mars 
for a short period with a 
return ticket?

yes66% 71%

34% 29%no

data extracted 
from 100+ votes



survey : statistics

how much is a 
membership to access 

multiple types of 
autonomous vehicles  
(road, off-road, water, 

airborne) whenever you 
want worth to you for 
commute or leisure?

without having to own a 
vehicle, pay for insurance, 

registration, gas or 
electricity  

$50-200
USD

52%

48% $200-500
USD

data extracted 
from 100+ votes



ucdc

problems

long commute times

inability to leave work early to 
get kids from school

can’t get to hard to reach places 
without owning off road vehicle 

high cost of rentals / insurance 
for oversea trips

limited public transport

budgeting 

isolation

accessibility

safety

technology learning curve

effectiveness of autonomy

needs transportation without 
driving 

inability to get to hard to reach 
places because driver skill or 
service doesn’t exist

driver licensing declining 

need for automation in public 
space travel to keep passengers 
out of controls

reliance on fossil fuels

market dominance by large 
automakers

motives

reliability 
connectivity at all times
space to do business on the go
transport employees
transport kids to and from 
school

advanced commute scheduling
zero human inconvenience
explore on users own time
communicate with friends or 
make some along the way 

affordable
feeling of independence
don’t need to own a vehicle
get anywhere that public 
transport can’t
safety from human error

users

current: none

prospective:

vintage tourists, urban students, 
lone wolf execs, space racers & 
tactical adventurers.

value proposition

zoox provides effortless and 
secure transportation outside of 
normal realms, while enabling 
users to have unique and 
tailored experiences.

competitive advantages

vehicles designed from the 
ground up - not subject to 
production line restrictions

integrated technology from the 
start not an add on to an
existing vehicle

advanced autonomous ability

mobility as service

tailored to your needs without 
the hassle of owning a vehicle

designed + engineered by the 
best in the world

proven technology that we can 
visualize

alternatives

choose established driver 
operated vehicle

choose government run 
transport system

public transport

operate personal vehicle

get a ride from friend/family

solutions

ai assistant to ensure all security, 
scheduling and safety measure 
are in place for transport at all 
times

multi vehicle family that can 
communicate for terrain hand-
off - land to sea, sea to air, etc. 
without travel interruption.

transformable inner structures 
to accommodate for business or 
pleasure rides

multi level subscription service 
to prioritize availability to top lev-
el consumers and low fare rides 
to bottom level students

mobile workspace to enhance 
education while on the move

easier vehicle accessibility

trip guidance for tours

date night - matching users

design for emergency vehicles

design for safe transport in space 
lifestyle

design for cities banning person-
al vehicles / combustion engine

design for offroad exploring with 
no need for offroad knoweldge

design for hard to reach places 
where competitors can’t offer 
service

fears

safety
security
availability
reliable connectivity
accidents
system malfunction
range
terrain capability
accessibility
emergencies
language barriers
forgetting items



snapshot of concepts



concept : sentry dog

short term | mid term | long term

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity



concept : autonomous driving instructor

short term | mid term | long term

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity



concept : autonomous pod yacht sharing

short term | mid term | long term

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity

all the benefits of owning a yacht
without the added costs
personalized interiors
electric
autonomous



concept : autonomous coast guard

short term | mid term | long term

tasked with patrolling the shores
and controlling the over fishing 
of certain regions

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity



concept : modular, collapsible, mobile housing

short term | mid term | long term

enables the ability to create
living structures immediately

ability to create small struc-
tures especially useful during 
disaster relief

or for the urban nomad who 
wants to love on the go 

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity



concept : autonomous caddie

short term | mid term | long term

keeping a golfers game on 
point with autonomous caddy 
and beverage bar wherever 
you are on the course

suggesting best clubs based 
on previous players scores

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity



concept : in-water lifeguard tower

autonomous in water life-
guard vessel which patrols the 
beach based on population 
density to ensure maximum 
safety of beach goers

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity

short term | mid term | long term



concept : zoox metropolis

imagine an entire city 
where every transporta-
tion need was taken care 
of by zoox
a complete seamless 
society built from the 
ground up

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity

short term | mid term | long term



concept : zoox food

fast and efficient delivery of 
food orders by autonomous 
vehicle with drone package 
carriers to reach tall buildings 

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity

short term | mid term | long term



concept : zoox autonomous racing experience

Be glued to your seat in a au-
tonomous racing experience 
where the car is programed 
for exactly your comfort 
around the track - feeling the 
ultimate g-forces being ap-
plied to the body

effortless 
travel

tailored
experiences

sustainable
exploration

go
anywhere

seamless
security

intimate
connectivity

short term | mid term | long term



new product line

benefits

zero need to drive
look at surroundings
safe from human error
communal 
transportation when you 
need it

zoox road zoox off-road zoox medic

benefits

zero need to drive
no need for off-road 
experience
look at surroundings
explore outside the city
explore on your own or with 
others
experiences that you 
couldn’t do before

benefits

zero need to drive
medics can both attend to 
patient
averts all traffic
saves lives by getting to the 
scene faster

features

social seating
autonomous
mobility as service

features

social seating
autonomous
mobility as experience
road zoox seamless handoff 
educational journey
4x4 pre mapped journeys
5G connectivity

features

road or airborne
ems station on-board for
critical patients
high speed 



new product line

benefits

zero need to know how to 
fly a drone vehicle
look at surroundings
explore where roads can’t 
take you
distance transportation 
when you need it not on 
someones schedule

zoox aerial zoox ocean zoox space

benefits

zero need to know how to 
operate a vessel
can take you across marine 
environments to exactly 
where you need to go
don’t rely on public systems
live in a new ecosystem with 
unmatched potential 

benefits

transport oneself between 
bases without need for an 
operator
explore on your own time
familiarize oneself with their 
surroundings with extreme 
exploration opportunities

features

airborne
can go anywhere 
block chain secure
personal aviation
expansive glass

features

autonomy
low cost
safe from human error and 
collisions
bidirectional for small spaces
entertainment focus for longer 
trips
unsinkable 

features

airlock
autonomous
mapping of popular routes
return to home feature
scientific exploration for 
education



marketing + sales brief

benefits

attract niche user base who 
are already interested in ex-
ploration and vehicles. 

use influencer’s to share 
their zoox experience

instagram targeting experience mini-clips situational despair

benefits

market to a large demo-
graphic by creating short 
films of what life could be 
like if you lived a complete 
zoox lifestyle

benefits

target the late adopters by 
visually identifying where 
they are and where they 
could be if they chose a 
zoox experience 



final deliverables proposal (draft)

Short Term 1-5yrs

Zoox Sport Shuttle (MTB/Snow)

1. Website (Brand Vision, Marketing, Advertising 
Demos)
2. Vehicle (designed for bikes/skis + 4 ppl)
3. App (User interface - scheduling pick up/drop off 
points)

1. Website (Brand Vision, Marketing, Advertising 
Demos)
2. Service (Water Transport, Water Living, New Life-
style)
3. Vehicle (Autonomous Yacht)

1. App (Controlling the Vehicle/Product
2. Product (Integrated Multi-tool)
3. Vehicle (Personal Mobility)

Mid Term 5-10yrs

Zoox Ocean Living (Home + Lei-
sure + Commute)

Long Term 10-15

Zoox & SpaceX Mars Autonomous 
Assistant 



persona : one

julia xing
archetype : tactical adventurer

27
vancouver, canada
married 
landscape photographer
$85K /yr

bio:

julia grew up surrounded by endless mile of wilder-
ness and it captivated her passion from a very early 
age. she explores the unknown, in constant search 
for the perfect shot to capture. she is a mountain 
bike enthusiast and loves to ride every trail possible 
getting the most out of her day. she rides solo and 
with groups across the north shore mountains where 
there is steep technical terrain and easy road access.



persona : two

jason anderson
archetype : space racer

26
los angeles, california
single
mars astronaut specialization: living structures
$250K /yr

bio:

jason is a director at heart. has as an eye for aesthet-
ics and balance, is very keen to point out details and 
realize when something is out of place.
Jason grew up right outside the presidio in San Fran-
sisco, California. He always wanted to curate spaces 
and found himself studying Architecture and interior 
design at USC School of Architecture. He is now in 
charge of setting up camp on mars and facilitating 
the best layouts for effective and successful missions.



persona : three

nika turan
archetype : lone wolf exec

45
san francisco
married / 2 kids
fashion company ceo
$450K /yr

bio:

nika is an affluent executive in the fashion industry 
starting her brand at 33 and growing it into a global 
high end direct to consumer business model. It the 
crowded downtown san fransico she is always look-
ing for ways to escape the day to day and be with her 
family without the hassle of long distance travel con-
suming her time. She works hard to afford the luxury 
lifestyle she lives and is always in search of the next 
great thing, a true trend setter.
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tagline options

beyond normal

go anywhere

transportation unlimited

escape reality, live effortlessly

redefining the everyday

future lifestyle now

beyond the unknown

go the distance

future reality, today.

without bounds

explore effortlessly

transportation without limits

your everyday, simplified.

life without limits

defy direction

dare to live different
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